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INSTRUMENTATION

Flute
B♭ Clarinet
Soprano Saxophone
Trombone
Tuba

Percussion I: chimes, bass drum, jingling bells, crotales, vibraphone, water gong (10-inch gong or larger), music boxes (two music boxes, variable speed, programmed to different tunes), glockenspiel, dinner bell (8-inch diameter or larger, non-specific pitch)

Percussion II: vibraphone, glockenspiel

Casiotone Organ

1 Violin I
1 Violin II
1 Viola
1 Bass
Casiotone

The “Casiotone Organ” part is for a keyboard made by the Casio company. The specific model is a CT-403 keyboard. This instrument has 49 keys (C2—C6) and 25 available tone settings to choose from. The player can cycle through these tones using a Mode switch that assigns a tone setting to one of four Presets. This function allows the player to store a bank of four Preset tone settings at a time to be changed between in quick succession.

Tone settings of the CT-403 called for in the Concerto for Percussion Ensemble (“Bellvines”): Chamber Suite:

Mvmt. I: Flute (Preset 1)
Mvmt. II: Chimes (Preset 3)
Mvmt. III: Frog (Preset 2)
Mvmt. IV: Mandolin (Preset 4)
Mvmt. V: Flute (Preset 1)
Mvmt. VI: Flute (Preset 1)
Mvmt. VII: [Casio TACET]
Mvmt. VIII: Flute (Preset 1)

Tone settings of the CT-403 called for in the Concerto for Percussion Ensemble (“Bellvines”): Chamber Suite:

Mvmt. I: Flute (Preset 1), Frog (Preset 2), Chimes (Preset 3), Mandolin (Preset 4)
Mvmt. II: Clarinet (Preset 2)
Mvmt. III: Flute (Preset 1)

The Casiotone also has “Sustain” and “Vibrato” modes. When turned on, the Sustain mode will apply a programmed decay to the sound whenever the player releases the key. Of course, this setting is ineffective whenever the key is released on a tone that has already decayed (in the case of tone settings that already have decay). As for Vibrato mode, when it is turned on it adds a uniform speed of vibrato to any sound being made. The two settings may be used together or separately.

Casiotone Substitutions

The Casiotone 403 is not an instrument that is accessible to everyone. Similar Casio keyboard synthesizer models may be used. Keyboard synthesizers of other manufacturers could work too. In choosing a synthesizer to substitute for the Casiotone, please refer to the descriptions of the sounds called for in the score under the previous section of notes. This recording can also be used to reference the sound of the Casiotone: https://soundcloud.com/luke-smith-274188951/sets/bellvines-suite.

Percussion Noteheads

- Pitched percussion instruments use conventional noteheads, unless bowed (then it uses diamond noteheads)
- Non-pitched percussion instruments that are conventionally struck with a mallet or drumstick (drums, wood blocks for instance) use conventional noteheads.
- Non-pitched metallic percussion instruments (cymbals, gongs, and tams) use cross (“x”) noteheads
- Hand percussion instruments and auxiliary percussion instruments that are struck or rubbed with unconventional materials (tambourine, bells) use diamond noteheads
- Ping noteheads (which look like empty circles with a dot in the center) are only used in Mvmt. I when referring to ceramic tiles in the Percussion III part; this indicates to strike them in the very center.
*drunken rhythm: repeat tones rapidly and inconsistently, blurry, noisy texture*
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\[ \text{Tempo: } \frac{D\text{-}}{4} = 80 \]

Instruments:
- Flute
- Clarinet
- Octave Saxophone
- Bassoon I
- Viola da Gamba
- Cello
- Violin I
- Violin II
- Viola
- Double Bass

Ornaments:
- Pizzicato

Dynamic Markings:
- piano
- forte
Sop.  Sax. = Vln. II
Casio = Vla.
Tbn. = Tba.
Cl. = Fl.
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Character of the written gesture. When the wavy line stops, immediately stop playing even if you are in the middle of a figure.

Repeat gesture inside brackets freely for the duration of the wavy line. Ignore conductor's tempos, but try to keep the tempo you were playing in before. Do not synchronize with anyone else in the group. You can play with the gesture by repeating notes inside of it, adding notes or syncopations, keep the character of the written gesture. When the wavy line stops, immediately stop playing even if you are in the middle of a figure.
*Ping notehads (empty circle with dot in the middle) indicate for player to strike in the very center.
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*Players with ad lib. repeats should disregard the conductor’s tempo or the tempo of any other member of the group. Repeat the material in brackets freely, maintaining articulation, dynamic, and order of pitches, extra rests between notes may be added freely, so long as the basic rhythmic character of the line is preserved. Once the ad lib. gesture indicated ends, the player should immediately stop playing wherever they may be in the course of the repeat.
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